
MOBILITY AS A SERVICE 
Plan, Book and Ride

Travelers wish to get from door to door 
as quickly and conveniently as possible. 
Out of a customer-centric view, MaaS 
solutions combine all modes of transport 
in just one app. This way passengers can 
plan, book and ride with one account.

To provide travelers with such a comfortable solution, more than 
just a fancy app is needed. Public transport and other mobility 
service providers work with different data formats and bring 
various levels of digital maturity to the table. The challenge is to 
integrate all services in one common platform. 
To do so, interfaces between the companies need to be coordi-
nated efficiently. We have developed a modular solution which 
is capable of a fast and smooth integration: The Sales Platform. 

The system allows different levels towards MaaS. Wether you 
are approaching MaaS step-by-step or all-in right from the 
beginning, all strategies are supported. Calculating prices for 
multimodal routes, processing orders/reservations, triggering 
the settlement of the revenue share for providers or delivering 
statistics within a comprehensive Backoffice – the Sales Platform 
has it all covered. While our tools handle the complexity in the 
background, passengers still get what matters for them: an app 
to plan, book and ride their journeys with all modes of transport.

PLAN

 » Scheduled and real-time data from all provi-
ders are combined to form a joint basis for trip 
planning  

 » Passengers can select mobility services around 
them, set their travel preferences (favourite modes 
of transport etc.), sort the results by fast, economic 
or eco-friendly route and pick the option they 
prefer 

BOOK

The full potential of MaaS can be realized when 
booking and ticketing are part of the solution. By 
connecting the Sales Platform to a Payment Service 
Provider, prepaid and postpaid fares can be proces-
sed. Passengers can use the shopping cart function to 
purchase multiple items with a single payment. They 
can choose to pay the aggregated amount with credit 
card, Paypal, Apple Pay, Google Pay etc.   

RIDE

Also during their journey travelers are supported in 
various ways. They can receive live notifactions on 
changes, access all their tickets, keep track of sche-
dules, transfers or connections and rate their travel 
experience.



 
 We make mobility as easy as it gets: For passengers and for transport providers. Our software solutions ensure that passengers get from A to B comfortably and 

seamlessly – from trip planning, reservations, passenger communication and mobile ticketing to comprehensive MaaS solutions and On-Demand-Services.
We support transport providers with fleet, disruption and data management, timetabling and live dispatching tools. We are: Siemens Mobility, Hacon, Sqills, 
eos.uptrade, Bytemark and Padam Mobility. 

www.mobility.siemens.com    |    www.hacon.de    |     www.eos-uptrade.com    |    www.bytemark.co    |    www.padam-mobility.com    |    www.sqills.com

Public transport is the backbone of our MaaS platforms around the world. The overview shows a selection of mobility 
providers that we have already integrated into our systems.

MAAS REFERENCES

Renfe / Spain

 » MaaS platform for whole 
Spain with 7 full integrations 
(plan, book, ride) 

 » Over 30 public transport 
providers on informational 
level included

RMV / Germany 

 » Expandable MaaS solution 
with journey planner and 
ticket purchase option

 » Gives more than 2.5 million 
daily users of RMV easy 
access to all services

mobiliteit.lu / Luxembourg

 » Intermodal routing (public 
transport, car, e-charging, car 
sharing, P&R, bike sharing) 
and personal travel profile 

 » Navigation for car and bicy-
cle routes

QUESTIONS?  
info@hacon.de


